Thomas Mertons Path to the Palace of Nowhere

Thomas Merton, Trappist monk, author, and student of Zen, remains one of the most important
and beloved figures in the modern Christian contemplative movement. His writings, which
bridge Eastern and Western spiritual thought, continue to inspire us with their real possibilities
for immediate and direct experience of the divine. Now James Finley, who for six years lived,
prayed, and studied with Brother Louis, as Merton was known at the Abbey of Gethsemani,
shares with us the gifts passed on to him by this towering figure in Thomas Mertons Path to
the Palace of Nowhere. First presented at a series of popular retreats, this full audio program
takes a participatory approach to Mertons most useful teachings, helping us to discover our
true self...to disappear into God; to be submerged into his peace; to be lost in the secret of his
face, as Merton said, through daily practices including contemplation, prayer, and faith. In the
end we find ourselves in what the Taoist sage Chuang Tzu called the Palace of Nowhere,
where all the many things are one. There is an Eastern teaching called transmission of mind, in
which the enlightened mind embodied in the master is manifest in the students awakening. It is
in this spirit that James Finley invites us to follow Thomas Mertons Path to the Palace of
Nowhere.
Crafting Secular Ritual, Arthur and the Lost Kingdoms, A. to Z. of Dog Care, Lightning
Strikes (The Almeida Brothers Trilogy Book 3), Investment Management: A Modern Guide to
Security Analysis and Stock Selection, Puffin Book Of Modern Childrens Verse,
Merton's Palace of Nowhere [James Finley] on caskeylees.com Rather, it is a book about our
spiritual journey, for which Merton offers ideas, direction of Thomas Merton, and they were
contemporaries during Finley's six years at the Abbey of.
Merton's Palace of Nowhere has ratings and 32 reviews. Growth is the only evidence of life
and Thomas Merton's path to wholeness is not a journey for . For six years James Finley lived,
prayed, and studied with Thomas Merton at the Abbey at Gethsemani in Kentucky. Later he
offered retreats on the spiritual. Enjoy this 8-CD audio program on the spirituality of Thomas
Merton. Your guide is spiritual writer Dr. James Finley, Ph.D., who studied under Merton.
Thomas Merton's. Path to the Palace of Nowhere. James Finley, PH.D. The Essential Guide to
the Contemplative Teachings of Thomas Merton. Thomas.
An excerpt nicknamed 'The River' from Thomas Merton's Path to the Palace of Nowhere . An
excerpt from a Sounds True recording entitled â€œThomas Merton's.
Find album credit information for Thomas Merton's Path to the Palace of Nowhere - James
Finley on AllMusic. File#, Title, First Line, caskeylees.com, Citation, Year. 01, In Thomas
Merton's Path to the Palace of Nowhere, James Finley offers a series of, Noffsinger, John. For
forty years, James Finley's Merton's Palace of Nowhere has been the standard text the Abbey
of Gethsemani, where Thomas Merton lived as a contemplative. journey under the guidance of
one of the great religious figures of our time.
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